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Winners from Winners: A Tale of Risk Factors

Abstract

Taking the union of the risk factors recently proposed by Fama and French (1993, 2015, 2018),

Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2015), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017), and Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Sun

(2019), a pool we refer to as the “winners”, we ask what collection of winners from winners emerge

when each factor is allowed to play the role of a risk factor, or a non-risk factor. Our comparison

of 4,095 models shows that a six factor model consisting of Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT,

and PEAD as risk factors has the largest Bayesian posterior probability. Moreover, this collection

displays superior out-of-sample predictive performance, higher Sharpe ratios, and greater ability

in pricing anomalies, than the preceding models. These results suggest that both fundamental and

behavioral factors play an important role in explaining the cross-section of expected equity returns.

JEL Classification: G10, G12
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1 Introduction

The question of which risk factors explain the cross-section of expected equity returns continues

to draw attention on account of the large importance of this topic for theoretical and empirical

finance. Apart from the market factor, whose status as a risk factor is relatively unchallenged,

several additional risk factors have emerged, and the set of possible such factors continues to grow.

Rather than add to this list, we ask a straightforward question: could we start with the risk factor

collections that have generated support in the recent literature, take the union of the factors in those

collections as the pool of winners, and then find a new set of risk factors (winners from winners)

that gather even more support from the data, on both statistical and financial grounds?

To answer this question, in what we call the tale of risk factors, we start with four risk factor

collections that we believe have spawned some degree of consensus support within the profession,

namely those in the papers by Fama and French (1993, 2015, 2018), Hou, Xue, and Zhang

(2015), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017), and Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Sun (2019). Specifically, these

collections, listed by author initials and risk factor abbreviations are as follows:

• FF6 collection: {Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM};

• HXZ collection: {Mkt, SMB, IA, ROE};

• SY collection: {Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF};

• DHS collection: {Mkt, PEAD, FIN},

which cover the market, fundamental and behavioral factors, and whose data and definitions will

be provided later.

The union of the risk factors in these collections leads to 12 distinct factors, the winners,

that we use to launch our analysis.1 Fundamentally, in our analysis, each winner plays the

role of a risk factor, or a non-risk factor, to produce different groupings of risk factors in a

combinatorial fashion. Each grouping consists of a collection of factors that are risk factors in

1There are slight differences between the four models on the size factor. Here we treat them as the same for
simplicity.
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that grouping, and a complementary collection (the remaining factors) that are not risk factors in

that grouping. We compare the resulting set of 4,095 models, each of which is internally consistent

with its assumptions of the risk factors, from a Bayesian model comparison perspective, as recently

developed in Chib and Zeng (2019) and Chib, Zeng, and Zhao (2019).

It is worth noting that it is possible that the best model from this perspective could be the model

in which all factors are risk factors, or a model with close to twelve risk factors. We could refer

to such larger risk factor collections as non-sparse models, which are a particular focus of Kozak,

Nagel, and Santosh (2019). Unlike Kozak, Nagel, and Santosh (2019), however, where a principal

component based dimension-reduction strategy is employed to consider a large number of factors,

we retain the identity of our factors in our different groupings, but limit the number of factors from

the outset.

Our strategy for focusing on this pool of twelve is, therefore, intentional. We believe that

these factors have already been vetted, and that examining this set extensively from the model

comparison perspective can produce interesting findings. Additionally, we believe that starting

with a larger set of risk factors runs into statistical bottlenecks due to the paucity of data on hand

to evaluate the different groupings of risk factors. As just mentioned, with twelve factors, there

are 4,095 contending models in the model space; with twenty factors there are already 1,048,576

models. Comparing millions of different models, with 500 or so monthly observations at our

disposal, is entirely feasible, but the results stretch credibility.

Our solution for dealing with this tension, limiting the model space, in keeping with the sample

size, can be interpreted in familiar terms as arising from a prior distribution on model space, a

regularizer that zeros out models on a priori considerations. We think that this is both a necessary

evil, and relatively innocuous, because we zero out models that would arise from factors we have

not included, not any of the models that arise from the twelve factors under consideration. And

because these twelve factors constitute the current winners it is a priori reasonable to suppose from

the Bayesian perspective that the 4,095 models they engender should receive all the prior support.

Nonetheless, the analysis we describe can be redone with more factors, if so desired. The binding

constraint is not necessarily the computation time (a scan of hundreds of millions of models with

our method takes just several hours) but rather the inability of the available sample data to inform
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the posterior distribution on model space when the model dimension space increases.

The first main result is that a six factor model consisting of Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT,

and PEAD as risk factors gets the most support from the data. This model is closely followed by a

second model, a seven factor model, that has PERF as an additional risk factor, and a third model,

a five factor model, that does not have MOM as a risk factor. These models are displayed in Figure

1. In terms of probabilities, these models have posterior probabilities of around 0.13, 0.11, 0.10,

respectively. Though one would have liked to witness even more decisive posterior support for the

winning model, this is unrealistic on a large model space composed of models constructed from

factors that are a priori winners. Nevertheless, the data evidence is clear in isolating the winners

from winners as the posterior probability distribution beyond the best three slumps sharply, as

shown in Figure 2. For example, the posterior probabilities of the fourth and fifth best models are

around 0.03, and the sixth is around 0.025. The posterior probabilities of the remaining models in

the model space barely registers, being roughly of the same size as the prior probability of 1/4095

= 0.00025, shown in blue in that same figure, and even below this prior probability for models

ranked 212 and lower.

Interestingly, the HXZ, SY, FF6 and DHS risk factor collections do not appear in this grouping

of the best models. As we demonstrate later, this relative under performance stems from a failure

to clear an internal consistency condition. We say that risk factors in a particular model satisfy

an internal consistency condition if those risk factors are able to price the set of non risk factors

in that model without incurring a penalty. In other words, a penalty is incurred, and the marginal

likelihood suffers, if the constraint that the intercepts in the model of the non risk factors, which

by assumption must be all zero, is binding. If the constraints are not binding, then its marginal

likelihood is higher. Empirically, we find that the HXZ, SY, FF6 and DHS risk factor collections

fail this internal consistency condition, our two top factor models pass it, while our third best

model fails this condition with respect to one of its complementary factors (which explains why it

is ranked below the other two).

We also document the performance of the winning models on other important statistical and

economic dimensions. For one, we examine the performance of the winning model in forecasting

out-of-sample. In addition, we compare the Sharpe ratios of the optimal mean variance portfolio
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constructed from the risk factors of the winning model, and the Sharpe ratios of the portfolios from

the risk factors in the FF6, HXZ, DHS, and SY collections. Finally, we compare the ability of our

winning model in pricing anomalies. These analyses shows that the winner of the winners model

displays superior out-of-sample predictive performance, higher Sharpe ratios, and greater ability

in pricing anomalies than the preceding models.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly outline the methodology that we

use to conduct our model comparisons. In Section 3, we describe the model scan results and

the posterior distribution of the risk premia parameters of the winning model. Section 4 has

a discussion of the out-of-sample prediction performance of models, and Section 5 presents an

evaluation of the winning models in terms of Sharpe ratios and the pricing of anomalies. Section 6

concludes.

2 Methodology

2.1 Empirical Factors

As mentioned above, our analysis is based on 12 factors from the studies of Fama and French

(1993, 2015, 2018), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) and Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Sun (2019). Details

of these factors, {Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM, IA, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN},

are given in Table 1. The data on these factors are monthly, spanning the period from January 1974

to December 2018, for a total of 540 starting observations. Of these the last 12 months of data are

held out for out-of-sample prediction validation, and the first 10 percent of the remaining in-sample

528 monthly observations are used as a training sample to construct the prior distributions of the

risk-premia parameters, leaving a sample size of T = 475 for estimation and model comparisons.

2.2 Model

The basic idea behind our approach is straightforward. Starting with our twelve factors, which we

denote by ft of size K×1, where K = 12, and t denotes month t, we consider all possible risk factor
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and non-risk factor combinations. These combinations, of which there are J = 212− 1 = 4,095,

define the model space M .

A particular model in this space of models is M j, j = 1, ...,4,095, and the risk factors in

the jth model are x j,t : kx, j × 1, while the complementary set of factors (the non-risk factors)

are w j,t : kx, j× 1, where K = kx, j + kw, j. By definition, factors are risk factors if they are in the

stochastic discount factor M j,t . Following Hansen and Jagannathan (1991), the SDF is given by

M j,t = 1−λ′x, jΩ−1
x, j
(
x j,t−E[x j,t ]

)
, (1)

where bx, j , Ω
−1
x, jλx, j : kx, j× 1 are the unknown risk factor loadings, and Ωx, j is the covariance

matrix of x j. Enforcing the pricing restrictions implied by the no-arbitrage condition

E[M j,tx
′
j,t ] = 0 and E[M j,tw

′
j,t ] = 0

for all t on this joint distribution, we get that E[x j,t ] = λx, j, and E[w j,t ] = Γ jλx, j, for some matrix

Γ j : kw, j × kx, j. If we assume that the joint distribution of (x j,w j) is Gaussian, then the latter

pricing restrictions imply that under a marginal-conditional decomposition of the factors, model

M j has the restricted reduced form given by

x j,t = λx, j +εx, j,t , (2)

w j,t = Γ jx j,t +εw·x, j,t , (3)

where the errors are block independent Gaussian εx, j,t

εw·x, j,t

∼NK

0,

Ωx, j 0

0 Ωw·x, j

 , (4)

and Ωw·x, j is the covariance matrix of the conditional residuals εw·x, j,t .
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2.3 Two special cases

To understand how the general framework is applied to each of the possible models, we discuss

two special cases. First, consider the model in which all factors are risk factors. In this case, which

we refer to as M1, the general model reduces to

M1 : x1,t = λx,1 +εx,1,t , εx,1,t ∼NK(0,Ωx,1), (5)

where, since w1,t is empty, kx,1 = K and Ωx,1 is K×K.

Now consider the case of the FF6 model, which we refer to as M2. In this case, the general

model takes the form

M2 :



Mktt

SMBt

HMLt

RMWt

CMAt

MOMt


= λx,2︸︷︷︸

6×1

+εx ,2,t ,



IAt

ROEt

MGMTt

PERFt

PEADt

FINt


= Γ2︸︷︷︸

6×6



Mktt

SMBt

HMLt

RMWt

CMAt

MOMt


+εw·x,2,t .

where the marginal model is the data-generating process for the risk factors, and the second

(the conditional model) embodies the pricing restrictions that the assumed risk factors price the

complementary set of factors.

There are J = 4,095 such models in the model space. Our goal is to compare these J models

based on a Bayesian model selection framework.
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2.4 Prior distributions

Consider now the set of parameters in M j. These are given by

θ j , (λx, j,η j),

where λx, j are the risk-premia parameters, and η j = (Γ j,Ωx, j,Ωw·x, j) are nuisance parameters. A

key point is that the dimension of these nuisance parameters, which equals

{kw, jkx, j + kx, j(kx, j +1)/2+ kw, j(kw, j +1)/2}

= {k2
x, j + k2

w, j +2kx, jkw, j +(kx, j + kw, j)}/2

= (K2 +K)/2 = 78,

is the same across models. This fact is exploited by Chib and Zeng (2019) to develop proper priors,

and by Chib, Zeng, and Zhao (2019) to develop improper (integral over the parameter space is not

finite) priors for η j, j = 1,2, ...,J that arise by change-of-variables from a single prior distribution,

that of η1 in M1, the model in which all K potential risk factors are risk factors.

First, we suppose that the prior of η1 (which just consists of Ωx,1) is the Jeffreys improper prior

π(Ωx,1|M1) = c|Ωx,1|−
K+1

2 , (6)

any that for every other model M j,

ψ(η j|M j) = c|Ωx, j|−
2kx, j−K+1

2 |Ωw·x, j|−
K+1

2 , (7)

where c is an arbitrary constant, but, by construction, is the same across these priors, and, hence,

irrelevant in the comparison of models.

Finally, the prior distributions are completed by supposing that, conditional on η j, the priors of

λx, j are the multivariate normal distributions

λx, j|M j,η j ∼Nkx, j(λx, j,0,κ jΩx, j) , ( j ≤ J)
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where λx, j,0 and κ j are model-specific hyperparameters that are determined from the training

sample.

2.5 Marginal likelihoods

Assume that each model M j ∈M has a prior probability of Pr(M j) = 1/J of being the correct

model. The objective is to calculate the posterior probabilities Pr(M j|y1:T ), where y1:T =

(f1, ...,fT ) is the available estimation sample.

The key quantities for performing this prior-posterior update for the models in M are the

marginal likelihoods, defined as

m j(y1:T |M j) =
∫

Θ j

p(y1:T |M j,θ j)π(λx, j|M j,η j)ψ(η j|M j)dθ j,

where Θ j is the domain of θ j,

p(y1:T |M j,θ j) =
T

∏
t=1

Nkx, j(x j,t |λx, j,Ωx, j)Nkw, j(w j,t |Γ jx j,t ,Ωw·x, j)

is the density of the data and Nd(·|µ,Ω) is the d-dimensional multivariate normal density function

with mean µ and covariance matrix Ω.

Notice that the phrase marginal likelihood encapsulates two concepts: one that it is a function

that is marginalized over the parameters of model j, hence the word marginal; and second that it is

the likelihood of the model parameter M j, hence the word likelihood.

Under our assumptions, the log marginal likelihoods are in closed form. Specifically,

logm1(y1:T |M1) =−
T K
2

logπ− K
2

log(T κ1 +1)− T
2

log |Ψ1|+ logΓK

(
T
2

)
,
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and

logm j(y1:T |M j) =−
T kx, j

2
logπ−

kx, j

2
log(T κ j +1)−

(
T + kx, j−K

)
2

log |Ψ j|+ logΓkx, j

(
T + kx, j−K

2

)
−

(K− kx, j)(T − kx, j)

2
logπ−

(
K− kx, j

)
2

log |W ∗j |−
T
2

log |Ψ∗j |+ logΓK−L j

(
T
2

)
, j > 2 ,

where we have set c = 1 (as this is choice is irrelevant, by construction), and

Ψ j =
T

∑
t=1

(x j,t− λ̂x, j)(x j,t− λ̂x, j)
′+

T
T κ j +1

(
λ̂x, j−λx j0

)(
λ̂x, j−λx j0

)′
W ∗j =

T

∑
t=1
x j,tx

′
j,t , Ψ

∗
j =

T

∑
t=1

(w j,t− Γ̂ jx j,t)(w j,t− Γ̂ jx j,t)
′.

Note that the variables in hat in the above expressions are the least squares estimates calculated

using the estimation sample, and Γd(·) denotes the d dimensional multivariate gamma function.

Applying Bayes theorem to the unknown model parameter, the posterior model probabilities

are

Pr(M j|y1:T ) =
exp
(
logm j(y1:T |M j)− logm1(y1:T |M1)

)
∑

J
k=1 exp(logmk(y1:T |Mk)− logm1(y1:T |M1))

, j = 1,2, ...,J, (8)

where we have subtracted out the log-marginal likelihood of M1 from that of model M j before

exponentiating for numerical reasons.

This posterior distribution on model space represents our posterior model uncertainty. Given

the limited sample data, especially in relation to J, this model uncertainty is unlikely to be resolved.

By this we mean that this posterior distribution will not concentrate on a single model with

probability one. As T becomes large, however, the asymptotic theory of the marginal likelihood

(see, e.g., Chib, Shin, and Simoni (2018)), implies that the posterior probabilities will concentrate

on the true model (if it is in the set of models), or on the model that is closest in the Kullback-

Leibler distance to the true model.

In either case, the end-product of our analysis is a ranking of models by posterior model

probabilities (equivalently, by marginal likelihoods given that the denominator in the posterior
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probability calculation is just a normalization constant). These ranked models are indicated by

{M1∗,M2∗, . . . ,MJ∗}

such that

m1∗(y1:T |M1∗)> m2∗(y1:T |M2∗)> · · ·> mJ∗(y1:T |MJ∗).

This provides the basis for our empirical Bayesian model selection.

3 Model scan results

3.1 Top model set

Table 2 reports the main empirical results. The top three models, ranked based on the Bayesian

marginal likelihoods, are provided in Panel A. The table shows that the six factor model M1∗

consisting of Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, and PEAD as risk factors gets the most support

from the data. This model is closely followed by the seven factor model M2∗ that has PERF as an

additional risk factor, and the five factor model M3∗ that does not have MOM as a risk factor.

Interestingly, the six factors, Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, and PEAD, are present in each

of the three top groupings. Because this set of six contains ROE and PEAD, it appears that both

fundamental and behavioral factors play an important role in pricing the cross-section of expected

stock returns.

Figure 1 plots the posterior probabilities of the top 5 models. It can be seen that the top three

models have a joint posterior probability of .3407. These models in a sense are equivalent, and

each can be considered to be the best model. According to Jeffreys (1961), if we let the Bayes

factor of the best model against any other model be denoted by

B1 j =
m1∗(y1:T |M1∗)

m j∗(y1:T |M j∗)
,

then, if B1 j ≤ 10
1
2 , the evidence supporting model M1∗ over M j∗ is barely worth mentioning. We
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can refer to M j∗ that is in the radius of the top model in this way as being indistinguishable from

the top model. Equivalently, in terms of the log Bayes factor, the indistinguishably condition can

be expressed as

logB1 j = logm1∗(y1:T |M1∗)− logm j∗(y1:T |M j∗)≤ 1.15 (9)

Applying this criterion, we conclude that M∗ = {M1∗,M2∗,M3∗} constitute the top model set,

while models M4∗,M5∗ also given in Figure 1 are not in the top model set.

It should be noted that the winning groupings feature between five and seven factors, similar

to the number of factors in most of the literature. For comparison, Panel B of Table 1 reports the

marginal likelihoods and posterior probabilities for the CAPM, other well known factor models,

and model M1 in which all twelve factors are risk factors. It is seen that the posterior probabilities

of each of these models is substantially smaller than that of the winning model. Because M1 is

also not supported by the posterior probability distribution on model space, we can conclude that

the 12 factors together contain information redundancies.

3.2 Winning model

We now provide more details about the winning model M1∗, which takes the form

M1∗ :



Mktt

SMBt

MOMt

ROEt

MGMTt

PEADt


= λx ,1∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

6×1

+εx ,1∗,,t ,
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HMLt

RMWt

CMAt

IAt

PERFt

FINt


= Γ1∗︸︷︷︸

6×6



Mktt

SMBt

MOMt

ROEt

MGMTt

PEADt


+εw·x,1∗,t .

In calculating the marginal likelihood of this model, which equals 14186.43, as reported earlier in

Table 2, we used the prior on η1∗ = (Γ1∗,Ωx ,1∗,Ωw·x,1∗) from (7) equal to |Ωx,1∗|−
1
2 |Ωw·x,1∗|−

13
2 ,

and the proper prior of the risk-premia parameters λx,1∗ from the training sample equal to

π(λx ,1∗|M1∗,η1∗) = N6(λx ,1∗|λx,1∗,0,0.1915×Ωx,1∗),

where λx,1∗,0 = (0.0017,0.0130,0.0044,0.0041,0.0085,0.0084)′.

Under our prior distributions, it is easy to confirm that the posterior distributions π(θ j|M j,y1:T )

of parameters θ j of any given model M j have the marginal-conditional forms given by

π(Ωx, j|M j,y1:T ) = W −1
kx, j

(Ωx, j|Ψ j,T + kx, j−K), (10)

π(λx, j|M j,y1:T ,Ωx, j) = Nkx, j(λx, j|λx j1,
(
1/κ j +T

)−1
Ωx, j), (11)

and

π(Ωw·x, j|M j,y1:T ) = W −1
kw, j

(Ωw·x, j|Ψ∗j ,T ), (12)

π(vec(Γ j)|M j,y1:T ,Ωw·x, j) = Nkw, j×kx, j(vec(Γ j)|vec(Γ̂ j),W ∗−1
j ⊗Ωw·x, j), (13)

where λx, j,1 = 1
T κ j+1λx, j,0 +

T κ j
T κ j+1λ̂x, j and W −1(Ψ,ν) denotes the inverse Wishart distribution

with ν degree of freedom and scale matrix Ψ. Thus, the posterior distribution π(θ j|M j,y1:T ) is

given by the product of equations (10), (11), (12), and (13). We can apply this result to generate

a large number of simulated draws, first by sampling the marginal distribution, and then the

conditional distribution given the draws from the marginal distributions. These sampled draws

can be used to make marginal posterior distributions of relevant parameters, and other summaries.
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Applying the latter procedure to M1∗, we obtain the marginal posterior distributions of the

risk premia parameters λx,1∗ , given in Figure 3, and the posterior means, standard deviations and

quantiles, given in Table 3. It is interesting that the posterior means of the risk premia parameters

are similar, except for that of SMB, while the posterior standard deviations of the risk premia of

Mkt and MOM are almost twice as large as the rest.

3.3 Why do the FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models not win?

It is worthwhile to understand why the FF6, HXZ, SY and DHS models are not the winners in

this comparison. The reason for this is interesting. Essentially, these collections (along with every

other model except the top two) do not pass an internal consistency condition. We say that risk

factors in a particular model satisfy an internal consistency condition if those risk factors are able

to price the set of non risk factors in that model without incurring a penalty. Indeed, models that

are not highly ranked all fail to meet this condition (i.e., the α j = 0 constraint in the latter models

is binding). To see whether this constraint is binding, take any model M j

x j,t = λx, j +εx, j,t , (14)

w j,t = Γ jx j,t +εw·x, j,t , (15)

with risk factors x j,t and non-risk factors

w j,t = (w j,1,t , . . . ,w j,kw, j,t)
′

with dimension kw, j×1, and compare the two models,

w j,i,t = γ
′
j,ix j,t + ε j,i,t (16)

and

w j,i,t = α j,i + γ
′
j,ix j,t + ε j,i,t (17)
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using marginal likelihoods. If the former model has a higher marginal likelihood, for each asset i

in w j,t , then that means that the α j = 0 constraint in (15) is non-binding or, in other words, that

the x j,t factors are able to price the non-risk factors in that model without suffering a penalty.

Table 4 reports the results. The CAPM, Fama and French family models, HXZ, SY, and DHS

models deviate from this internal consistency condition, while the top two models in the set M∗

satisfy the internal consistency condition, while M3∗ only fails with regard to the MOM factor

(intuitively, this explains why this model ranks third below the first two).

4 Prediction

It is important to consider how well the winning model performs out of sample. From the Bayesian

perspective, an elegant way to examine this question is by calculating the predictive likelihood for

a set of future observations. This predictive likelihood, which, like the marginal likelihood is

a number when evaluated at a particular sample of future observations, can be used to rank the

predictive performance of each of the models in the model space.

To define the predictive likelihood, let π(θ j|M j,y1:T ) denote the posterior distributions of the

parameters θ j of M j, and let y(T+1):(T+12) = (fT+1, ...,fT+12) denote 12 months of held-out out-

of-sample data on the factors. Then, for any given model M j, the predictive likelihood is defined

as

m j
(
y(T+1):(T+12)|M j,y1:T

)
=
∫

Θ j

p(y(T+1):(T+12)|M j,θ j)π(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ j

where

p(y(T+1):(T+12)|M j,θ j) =
12

∏
s=1

Nkx, j(x j,T+s|λx, j,Ωx, j)Nkw, j(w j,T+s|Γ jx j,T+s,Ωw·x, j)

is the density of the factors out-of-sample given the parameters. We can compute this integral by

Monte Carlo. Taking draws {θ(1)j , ...,θ
(G)
j } from π(θ j|M j,y1:T ), where G is some large number,
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we calculate the predictive likelihood as the Monte Carlo average

m j
(
y(T+1):(T+12)|M j,y1:T

)
=

1
G

G

∑
g=1

p(y(T+1):(T+12)|M j,θ
(g)
j )

Table 5 reports the log predictive likelihoods for top three models as well as those competing

models. We can see that the top three models also have larger predictive likelihoods, which means

that they are also better supported by out-of-sample data and perform better for predictive purpose.

5 Economic Performances

5.1 Sharpe ratios

Now suppose that based on the identity of the risk factors in (say) model M1∗, namely Mkt, SMB,

MOM, ROE, MGMT, and PEAD, we construct an optimal mean-variance portfolio of these risk

factors with a risk-free asset. Similarly, we construct the optimal mean-variance portfolios from

the risk factors in the FF6, HXZ, DHS, and SY collections. This leads to the important question:

how do the Sharpe ratios of these different portfolios compare?

We construct these different portfolios in the following manner. Consider model M j with

associated risk factors x j. Given the data y1:T , consider calculating the predictive mean of x j,T+1

E[x j,T+1|M j,y1:T ], x j,T+1|T =
∫
x j,T+1Nkx, j(x j,T+1|λx, j,Ωx, j)π(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ jdx j,T+1

which by changing the order of the integration can be seen to just equal the posterior mean of λx, j

x j,T+1|T = λ̂x, j ,
∫

Θ j

λx, jπ(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ j

and the predictive covariance of x j,T+1

Ωx, j,T+1|T ,
∫
(x j,T+1−x j,T+1|T )(x j,T+1−x j,T+1|T )

′Nkx, j(x j,T+1|λx, j,Ωx, j)π(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ jdx j,T+1
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which by the law of iterated expectations for covariances simplifies to the sum of the posterior

mean of Ωx, j and the posterior variance of λx, j:

Ωx, j,T+1|T =
∫

Θ j

Ωx, jπ(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ j +
∫

Θ j

(λx, j− λ̂x, j)(λx, j− λ̂x, j)
′
π(θ j|M j,y1:T )dθ j

Of course, both these quantities are straightforwardly estimated from the output of the simulation of

the posterior density π(θ j|M j,y1:T ). Given these predictive moments, by well known calculations,

the Sharpe ratio of the optimal mean-variance portfolio of the factors in x j plus a risk-free asset is

available as

Sh j =
(
λ̂′x, jΩ

−1
x, j,T+1|T λ̂x, j

) 1
2

Table 6 reports the Sharpe ratios of portfolios based on our top three models, and from those

based on the FF6, HXZ, DHS, and SY models. We can see that the top three models have much

higher Sharpe ratios. Specifically, if we take the DHS model as the benchmark, which has the

highest Sharpe ratios among the models in Table 6 Panel B, then the models in our top model set

M∗ produce about 15% higher Sharpe ratios. Thus, the marginal likelihood ordering of models,

and the ordering of models in terms of the Sharpe ratios of the risk factor portfolios, are similarly

aligned.

5.2 Relevance for pricing anomalies

How relevant are the factors in the top models in pricing portfolios that are considered anomalies?

To answer this question, we consider the set of 125 anomalies in Green, Hand, and Zhang (2017)

and Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2019). Specifically, these anomalies are re-balanced at an annual or

quarterly frequency and exclude those that are re-balanced at a monthly frequency, because the

latter cease to be anomalies once transaction costs are taken into out (Novy-Marx and Velikov,

2015; Patton and Weller, 2019). All these portfolios are value-weighted and held for one month. To

match the factor data that we have used for model comparison purposes, the analysis we describe

below covers the period from 1974:01 to 2017:12.
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5.2.1 External consistency condition

The external consistency condition for a given set of risk factors is similar to the internal

consistency condition. Instead of checking if the risk factors can price the complementary set

of factors within the model, the external consistency condition is a check on the pricing of factors

external to the model. Let those external assets (the anomalies) be denoted by {z1,t , . . . ,z125,t}. For

any given model M j and i = 1, . . . ,125, we check this condition by comparing two models

zi,t = γ
′
j,ix j,t + ε j,i,t (18)

and

zi,t = α j,i + γ
′
j,ix j,t + ε j,i,t (19)

on the basis of marginal likelihoods. These marginal likelihoods are calculated by the Chib (1995)

method from the output of the MCMC simulations of each pair of models under proper priors of

the parameters that are determined from a training sample. We say that the asset zi is priced by the

risk factors in model M j if the marginal likeliood of the former model is larger than the marginal

likelihood of the latter model. By fitting each pair of models for every asset zi, and for every model

M j, we can count the number of anomalies that are priced by the risk factors of model M j.

Table 7 reports the results. We see that the risk factors of the top three models price more of

these anomalous assets. The performance of the three factor model, Mkt, PEAD and FIN, is also

excellent on this metric.

5.2.2 Regression analysis

We conclude this analysis of the pricing of anomalies by conducting the non-Bayesian regression

analysis that is common in this context. Specifically, for any given model M j, and each of the 125

zi, we regress the anomaly zi,t on x j,t

zi,t = α j,i + γ
′
j,ix j,t + ε j,i,t (20)
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by ordinary least squares and examine the estimated intercept and its significance in the usual

frequentist manner.

Table 8 reports the results. For our various asset-pricing models, the top three risk factor

models can be seen to explain more anomalies, to have lower average estimated intercepts, and

lower average distances, compared to the competing models. Among our best three models, the

five-factor model M3∗ is the best on these metrics.

6 Conclusion

Our purpose in this paper was to show that it is possible to find winners from winners, namely

to take the union of the risk factors from Fama and French (1993, 2015, 2018), Hou, Xue, and

Zhang (2015), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017), and Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Sun (2019), and use

recently developed Bayesian model comparison techniques to scan the space of possible models

for models that have higher posterior probabilities, superior out-of-sample predictive performance,

higher Sharpe ratios, and greater ability in pricing anomalies. We show that both fundamental

and behaviorial factors appear in our best three models, highlighting the importance of behaviorial

factors in pricing and investment decision making. The scheme we have outlined has applications

to other asset categories such as bonds, currencies and commodities, opening up interesting

avenues for further research.
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Figure 1 Top 5 Models
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Figure 2 Posterior Model Probabilities of the Top 220 Models
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Table 1 Factor Definitions

Factors Definitions

Mkt the excess return of the market portfolio
SMB the return spread of small minus big stocks grouped by market capitalization (the size factor)
HML the return spread of high minus low stocks grouped by book-to-market ratio (the value effect)
RMW the return spread of the most profitability firms munus the least profitability
CMA the return spread of firms that invest conservatively minus aggressively
MOM the momentum factor based on two prior returns
IA the investment factor based on annual changes in total assets divided by lagged total assets
ROE the profitability factor based on income before extraordinary items divided by one-quarter-lagged book equity
MGMT the mispricing factor controlled by management
PERF the mispricing factor related to performance
PEAD the short-horizon behavioral factor
FIN the long-horizon behavioral factor

Table 2 Marginal Likelihoods and Posterior Model Probabilities
Results from the comparison of the J = 4,095 asset pricing models. Panel A has the results for the
top three models, and Panel B for the CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, DHS, and M1 models.

Risk factors logm j(y1:T |M j) Pr(M j|y1:T )(%)

Panel A: Top three models

Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 14186.43 12.89
Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD 14186.28 11.09
Mkt, SMB, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 14186.18 10.09

Panel B: CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, DHS, and M1

Mkt 14140.85 2.06×10−19

Mkt, SMB, HML 14140.32 1.22×10−19

Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA 14152.79 3.19×10−14

Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM 14154.45 1.67×10−13

Mkt, SMB, IA, ROE 14164.47 3.77×10−9

Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF 14173.32 2.61×10−5

Mkt, PEAD, FIN 14178.86 6.66×10−3

Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM, IA, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN 14178.01 2.85×10−3
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Figure 3 Posterior Distributions of the Risk Premia Parameters of the Winning Model M1∗

Table 3 Posterior Statistics of the Risk Premia Parameters of the Winning Model M1∗
Posterior statistics, i.e. posterior mean, posterior standard deviation, posterior median, 25%
quantile, and 75% quantile for the risk premia λx,1∗ of the best model M∗1, which has Mkt, SMB,
MOM, ROE, MGMT, and PEAD as risk factors.

Posterior mean Posterior sd Posterior median 25% Quantile 75% Quantile

Mkt 0.0066 0.0020 0.0066 0.0026 0.0106
SMB 0.0016 0.0013 0.0016 -0.0010 0.0043
MOM 0.0061 0.0021 0.0061 0.0020 0.0101
ROE 0.0058 0.0012 0.0058 0.0034 0.0081
MGMT 0.0056 0.0013 0.0056 0.0030 0.0082
PEAD 0.0056 0.0009 0.0056 0.0039 0.0074
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Table 4 Internal Consistency Condition (ICC) Results
Non-risk factors that fail to satisfy ICC for different collections of risk factors associated with the
CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models.

Risk factors Non-risk factors that fail to satisfy ICC

Mkt HML, RMW, CMA, MOM, IA, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN
Mkt, SMB, HML RMW, CMA, MOM, IA, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA MOM, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM ROE, MGMT, PERF,PEAD, FIN,
Mkt, SMB, IA, ROE MGMT, PERF, PEAD, FIN,
Mkt, SMB, MGMT, MGMT ROE, PEAD
Mkt, PEAD, FIN IA, MGMT

Table 5 Predictive Likelihoods
Predictive likelihoods of selected asset pricing models.

Risk factors logm j(y(T+1):(T+12)|M j)

Panel A: Top three models

Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 383.48
Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD 383.65
Mkt, SMB, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 383.55

Panel B: CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models

Mkt 382.46
Mkt, SMB, HML 381.76
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA 381.67
Mkt, SMB, HML, CMA, RMW, MOM 381.83
Mkt, SMB, IA, ROE 381.87
Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF 382.89
Mkt, FIN, PEAD 382.76
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Table 6 Sharpe Ratios
Sharpe ratios for selected asset pricing models based on G = 100,000 (see text for more details)

Risk factors Sharpe ratios

Panel A: Top three models

Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 0.55
Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD 0.56
Mkt, SMB, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 0.54

Panel B: CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models

Mkt 0.15
Mkt, SMB, HML 0.21
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA 0.34
Mkt, SMB, HML, CMA, RMW, MOM 0.37
Mkt, SMB, IA, ROE 0.41
Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF 0.45
Mkt, FIN, PEAD 0.47

Table 7 External Consistency Condition (ECC) Results
Number of anomalies that fail to satisfy ECC for different collections of risk factors associated
with selected asset pricing models.

Risk factors Number of anomalies that fails to satisfy ECC

Panel A: Top three models

Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, PEAD, MGMT 30
Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, PEAD, MGMT, PERF 28
Mkt, SMB, ROE, PEAD, MGMT 24

Panel B: CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models

Mkt 55
Mkt, SMB, HML 60
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA 53
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM 46
Mkt, SMB, IA, ROW 36
Mkt, PEAD, FIN 22
Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF 34
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Table 8 Pricing Errors
Performance-related statistics generated by various asset-pricing models. Each row represents
one asset-pricing model. Performance evaluation is based on N = 125 anomalies and in-sample
data ranging from January 1974 to December 2017. For i = 1,2, . . . ,N, we regress anomaly i on
each model and get estimated intercept α̂i and its associated standard deviation σ̂αi . Anomalies
count is the number of anomalies with significant alphas at 5% significant level. Average alpha
calculate the average of absolute value of the estimated regression alphas, i.e. A|α̂|= ∑

N
i=1 |α̂i|/N.

We also define the average distance as AD =
√

∑
N
i=1 α̂2

i + σ̂2
αi
/
√

N.

Risk factors Anomalies count Average alpha Average distance

Panel A: Top three models

Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 31 0.2003 0.2987
Mkt, SMB, MOM, ROE, MGMT, PERF, PEAD 29 0.1977 0.2928
Mkt, SMB, ROE, MGMT, PEAD 23 0.1838 0.2785

Panel B: CAPM, FF3, FF5, FF6, HXZ, SY, and DHS models

Mkt 67 0.3757 0.4780
Mkt, SMB, HML 67 0.3449 0.4693
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA 58 0.2879 0.3942
Mkt, SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, MOM 48 0.2486 0.3467
Mkt, SMB, IA, ROW 36 0.2421 0.3420
Mkt, SMB, MGMT, PERF 34 0.2173 0.3128
Mkt, PEAD, FIN 33 0.2217 0.3355
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